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Abstract 

Background and Aims:  CT may miss up to 30% of cases of colorectal liver metastases (CRLM). We 

assessed the impact of contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) on the detection of CRLM and changes 

to the therapeutic strategy, and the accuracy of CEUS in differentiating unclear focal liver lesions 

(FLL) compared to staging-CT. 

Methods:  We prospectively analyzed all patients with newly diagnosed and histologically confirmed 

colorectal cancer (CRC) at our tertiary gastroenterological center between December 2015 and May 

2019. CEUS was performed in a total of 296 patients without CRLM after staging-CT using the 

contrast agent (SonoVue®). Standard of reference was obtained by MRI or histology to diagnose 

CRLM missed by CT. Benign FLL were confirmed by MRI or follow-up CT (mean follow-up interval: 18 

months). 

Results:  Eight additional CRLM were detected by CEUS (overall 2.7%; sensitivity 88.9%, specificity 

99.0%, positive predictive value 100%, negative predictive value 99.6%). All patients with CRLM 

detected only by CEUS were in tumor stage T3/T4 (4.0% additionally detected CRLM). The number 

needed to screen to detect one additional CRLM by CEUS was 37 in all patients and 24.5 in T3/T4-

patients. When results were reviewed by a board-certified radiologist and oncologist, the therapeutic 

strategy changed in 6 of these 8 patients. Among the 62 patients (20.9%) with unclear FLL after 

staging-CT, CEUS determined the dignity of 98.4% of the FLL. 

Conclusion:  CEUS detected overall 2.7% additional CRLM (including 4.0% in tumor stage T3/T4) 

with a significant impact on the oncological therapeutic strategy for 75% of these patients. Patients 

with tumor stage T3/T4 would particularly benefit from CEUS. We propose CEUS as the first imaging 

modality for CT-detected lesions of unknown dignity.  
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Lay Summary 

In patients with newly diagnosed colorectal cancer, contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) detected 

additional liver metastases after computed tomography (CT). In the majority of these patients, the 

oncological therapy was changed after obtaining the CEUS results. After staging-CT, 21% of hepatic 

lesions remained unclear. In these cases, CEUS was accurate to either reveal or exclude liver 

metastasis in nearly all patients and could reduce costs (e.g., number of MRI scans).  

 

Graphical abstract 

 

 

 

 

Highlights 

- CEUS detected 4% additional colorectal liver metastasis in tumor stage T3/T4. 

- This resulted in a change of the oncological strategy in 75% of these patients. 

- The number needed to screen to detect one additional CRLM by CEUS was 24.5. 

- CEUS correctly classified lesions of uncertain dignity (21% in CT) in 98.4%. 
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- CEUS has an excellent diagnostic accuracy for these lesions (PPV: 100%; NPV: 99.6%).  

Introduction  

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide, and up to 25% of 

patients have colorectal liver metastases (CRLM) at initial diagnosis.1 Early detection of CRLM is 

important for prognosis and therapeutic strategy, and false-negative results in staging computed 

tomography (CT) have a negative impact on these patients. Tumor staging is usually performed by 

contrast-enhanced CT of the chest and abdomen. Despite the high resolution of CT, this modality may 

miss up to 30% of liver metastases.2-5 Therefore, a multi-modal strategy could be accurate to detect all 

metastases. However, MRI or PET-CT, which have also an excellent sensitivity and specificity for 

detection of CRLM6, are not always available and are associated with prohibitively high costs as 

routine diagnostic tool. In prospective multicenter trials and meta-analyses, contrast-enhanced 

ultrasound (CEUS) has shown better sensitivity for differentiating focal liver lesions (FLL) than CT, and 

CEUS is comparable to MRI.7-11 Detection of CRLM by CEUS seems to be promising, but prospective 

data are limited, and previous CEUS/CT studies cannot be compared because of inhomogeneous 

cohorts, heterogeneity in different standards of reference (SORs), and different techniques in CEUS 

application by various examiners. 

In this prospective study, we assessed the impact of CEUS on the detection rate of CRLM and 

changes to the therapeutic strategy. We also assessed the accuracy of CEUS for differentiating 

unclear FLL after staging-CT. Specifically, we investigated the clinical benefit of CEUS in patients with 

CRC without obvious CRLM or with unclear FLL after staging-CT, which may then be recommended in 

the oncological diagnostic algorithm. This study represents the largest prospective study on the 

detection of CRLM by additional CEUS after staging-CT in newly diagnosed colorectal cancer (CRC). 
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Patients and Methods  

 

Study design 

The design of this study follows the Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD). We 

prospectively recruited all patients with newly diagnosed CRC at our tertiary gastroenterological center 

at Kantonsspital St. Gallen in Switzerland between December 2015 and May 2019.  

The primary endpoint was the number of CRLM detected by CEUS that were missed by 

staging-CT. On the basis of these results, the number needed to screen (NNS) to detect additional 

CRLM by CEUS was evaluated. In addition, we analyzed the impact of detecting additional CRLM on 

the oncological therapeutic strategy as a secondary endpoint. Finally, in the case of unclear FLL after 

staging-CT, the accuracy of CEUS in differentiating malignant (metastases) and benign FLL was 

analyzed as a tertiary endpoint. 

 

Participants and recruitment  

All patients presented at our weekly interdisciplinary tumor board with CRC newly diagnosed by 

colonoscopy and histology without overt CRLM on staging-CT were contacted to participate in this 

study. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients included in the study, and the study 

protocol conforms to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki. This study was 

approved by the ethical review committee of Kanton St. Gallen, Switzerland (EKSG15/174). 

In all patients, the CEUS results were compared with the corresponding CT findings. TNM-staging was 

determined by intraoperative histology and staging-CT and in the case of advanced rectal cancer by 

endoscopic ultrasound and MRI before neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy. Patient characteristics are 

given in Table 1. 

Inclusion criteria were age ≥ 18 years and newly diagnosed CRC by colonoscopy and histology 

without overt CRLM on CT or unclear dignity of FLL on staging-CT. CEUS had to be performed within 

5 weeks after the CT scan and before surgical resection, or within a 5-week interval after resection to 

exclude the probability of intermediate appearance of CRLM that could not have been detected by CT. 
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Exclusion criteria were lack of informed consent, known allergy to CT or CEUS contrast agents, 

pregnancy, severe asthma, acute myocardial infarction, acute coronary syndrome, heart failure (New 

York Heart Association (NYHA) IV), liver cirrhosis, or end stage CRC without CRLM (e.g., pulmonary 

metastasis, peritoneal carcinosis) that would not clinically benefit from detecting additional CRLM. 

 

CEUS 

CEUS was performed by a single experienced hepatologist (= principal investigator of this study 

(M.S.), level II to III according to the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and 

Biology (EFSUMB))12 to avoid inter-observer variation. We used one of three following ultrasound 

devices: Aplio 400 Canon, Aplio 500 Canon, or Aplio i800 Canon. The quality of the ultrasound 

image quality was characterized as good, moderate, or poor. All patients were examined after 

intravenous application of the second generation ultrasound contrast medium Sonovue® (Bracco SpA, 

Milan, Italy), which contains sulfur hexafluoride in a phospholipid shell. A 0.8 ml (for Aplio i800 

Canon®) or 1.5 ml (for Aplio 400 Canon® and Aplio 500 Canon®) bolus injection was administered 

into the antecubital vein. After the injection of Sonovue®, the contrast enhancement of hepatic lesions 

was examined during the three vascular phases using a timer: arterial phase (first 20 to 30-45 

seconds); portal-venous phase (30-45 to 120 seconds); late-venous phase (120 to 300 seconds).7 

Intermittent scanning lasted up to 5 minutes. Arterial enhancement (“wash-in”) of the contrast agent in 

a FLL followed by a hypoechoic appearance (“wash-out”) in the portal-venous or late-venous phase 

was considered to indicate a malignant FLL (Fig. 1). A FLL with arterial enhancement without “wash-

out” in any vascular phase was defined as a benign FLL (Fig. 2).7,13 When the results were unclear, 

the Sonovue® injection was repeated. If the FLL was detected by CEUS in the portal or venous phase 

(“wash-out”), a second Sonovue® injection was performed for evaluation of the early arterial 

enhancement. All FLL were assigned to the corresponding liver segment. The preoperative or 

postoperative status of the patient had no influence on ultrasound image quality. In the majority of 

patients (85%), we injected only one intravenous bolus of Sonovue® (Table 1). In three unclear cases 

(see details in the result section), ultrasound-guided liver biopsy was performed as described 

previously.11 
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CT and MRI 

Abdominal CT was performed on 64 to 192-slice scanners after intravenous administration of an 

iodinated contrast agent (Iodixanol, Visipaque 320®, GE Healthcare, Cork, Ireland) during the portal 

venous phase, with a fixed delay of 70 seconds after initiation of contrast administration. Liver MRI 

was performed on 1.5 T or 3 T MRI scanners using a hepatobiliary contrast agent (Gd-EOB-DTPA, 

Primovist®, Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany). All patients underwent standard sequences, including 

T2w imaging, diffusion-weighted imaging, pre-contrast T1w imaging, and multiphase post-contrast 

T1w imaging, until 20 minutes after contrast administration.  

 

Standard of reference  

In the case of diagnosis of CRLM by CEUS, MRI or histology were used as the SOR. In cases of 

unclear FLL after staging-CT, which were determined to be a benign FLL by CEUS, the SOR was MRI 

or follow-up CT. The mean follow-up interval was 18 months. 

 

Analysis regarding the clinical impact of additiona lly detected CRLM by CEUS on the 

oncological therapeutic strategy 

In all patients with missed CRLM on the staging-CT image, a non-blinded review was performed by a 

board-certified radiologist. A board-certified oncologist evaluated all patients with missed CRLM on CT 

regarding the impact on the oncological therapeutic strategy.  

 

Statistical analysis 

For each patient, the diagnoses obtained by staging-CT, CEUS, and SOR were independently 

classified as positive (CRLM), negative (benign FLL or no FLL), or unclear (FLL of unclear dignity). By 

definition (based on the design of this study), the results of the staging-CT in our study population 

were either negative or unclear, and those of the SOR were either positive or negative. We aimed for 

a sample size of 300 patients, among whom we expected to find 10-20 CRLM based on the 

prevalence of CRLM in newly detected CRC and the frequency of false-negatives on staging-CT 

images. Given the high sensitivity of CEUS for CRLM in the general population, we expected that the 
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number of CRLM in our study population would allow a reasonable evaluation of the diagnostic 

accuracy of CEUS after negative or unclear staging-CT. 

The data analysis was mainly descriptive; we reported the number and percentage of patients 

with each combination of diagnoses in our study population and various subgroups of the population 

(e.g., different tumor stages). For the primary endpoint, we reported measures of diagnostic accuracy 

(NNS, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive value [NPV], positive 

and negative likelihood ratios) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The 95% CI for the NNS was 

derived from the limits of a 95% Wilson CI for the proportion of patients with CRLM detected only by 

CEUS. The 95% CIs for the other statistics were obtained by bootstrapping using the package partial 

receiver operating characteristic (pROC) in the statistical software R (version 3.5.1). The diameter of 

FLL measured with CEUS was compared to the diameter measured with CT using the Wilcoxon 

signed rank test. Diameters of the three FLL types (malignant, benign or unclear) were compared 

using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The significance between ultrasound image quality and body mass index 

(BMI) were also compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test. 
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Results 

Primary endpoint: Number of CRLM detected by CEUS m issed by staging-CT 

A total of 303 patients assessed between December 2015 and May 2019 were included in this study. 

Seven patients were excluded (1.3%) due to limited ultrasound image quality (n=5) or >5-week 

diagnostic delay between CT and CEUS (n=2; Fig. 3). Eighty-nine percent of patients had good to 

moderate ultrasound conditions (Table 1). As expected, the ultrasound conditions were dependent on 

the BMI with a significantly lower mean BMI (24.5 kg/m2) in patients with good ultrasound image 

quality compared to those with poor ultrasound image quality (30.6 kg/m2; p<0.001; Table 1). 

 We analyzed 296 patients with both staging-CT and CEUS, and found 229 patients with 

concordant and 67 with divergent results after staging CT (Fig. 3). The far majority of divergent results 

after staging-CT (n=67) were lesions of unknown dignity after staging-CT (n=62) which could be 

clarified in most cases (n=61) by CEUS. 

We detected eight additional cases of CRLM by CEUS (2.7%), with a sensitivity of 88.9%, 

specificity of 99.0%, PPV of 100%, and NPV of 99.7% (Table 2). In these eight cases, SORs were 

histology (n=1) and MRI (n=7). Out of these eight cases correctly classified as CRLM by CEUS, CT 

imaging misdiagnosed two CRLM as hemangiomas. One case was incorrectly classified by CT as 

cystic lesion. Two other cases were diagnosed as small (< 9 mm) hypodense FLL of unclear dignity by 

CT. The remaining three CRLM correctly classified by CEUS were diagnosed as non-malignant 

hypodense areas by CT, which were considered as FLL of unclear dignity after a second review of the 

CT images at the interdisciplinary tumorboard.  

CEUS missed one CRLM which was classified as FLL of uncertain dignity by CT. In this 

particular case, the correct diagnosis of CRLM was made by liver biopsy and histological analysis. The 

NNS to detect one additional case of CRLM by CEUS was 37 (8/296). The eight false-negative CT 

results were reviewed (non-blinded) by a board-certified radiologist who rated three as liver 

metastases (1.7% additionally detected CRLM by CEUS after second radiological review).  

 

Secondary endpoint: Impact of additionally detected  CRLM by CEUS on the oncological 

therapeutic strategy  
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After review by a board-certified oncologist, the therapeutic strategy changed in 6 of the 8 additional 

cases of CRLM detected only by CEUS (75%). Chemotherapy and/or surgical resection of the CRLM 

was initiated. In the remaining two patients, an advanced tumor stage before the detection of CRLM 

by CEUS already required chemotherapy. All patients with additionally detected CRLM by CEUS were 

staged as T3 or T4 CRC (Table 3). Regarding patients with T3 and T4 staging, additionally detected 

CRLM by CEUS would be 4.0% with the NNS of 24.5 patients (8/199). No T1/T2 CRC patients had 

additional CRLM on CEUS. Out of the eight patients with additional CRLM, 50% (n=4) did not have 

lymph node metastasis (N0), and 62.5% (n=5) did not have elevated CEA (normal value < 5 ng/ml). 

 

Tertiary endpoint: Accuracy of CEUS for differentia ting malignant (metastases) and benign FLL  

Among the 62 patients (20.9%) with FLL of unknown dignity after staging-CT (Fig. 3), CEUS 

differentiated CRLM from benign FLL within the examination time of 5 minutes in 60 patients, 

providing an accuracy of 96.8%. After CEUS, one FLL of unclear dignity remained. MRI demonstrated 

a benign FLL in this case. One CRLM was missed by CT and CEUS as FLL of uncertain dignity. 

Therefore, this patient underwent liver biopsy including histological analysis which correctly classified 

this FLL as CRLM. We documented 98.2% (55/56) accuracy in the negative CEUS results (no CRLM). 

The etiologies of the benign FLLs are shown in Fig. 4. The benign FLL were confirmed by histology 

(n=1), MRI (n=15), or follow-up CT (n=39) in the context of oncological clinical follow-up, with a mean 

follow-up period of 18 months (median 14 months). Follow-up was not available in three patients. 

Of the 296 included patients, we documented a total of 102 FLL on CEUS. The majority of 

patients had only one FLL, and 8% of the patients had more than one FLL. Of the FLL, 75% were 

localized in the right liver lobe (segment V 11%, segment VI 17%, segment VII 31%, and segment VIII 

16%). Of the FLL deteced by CEUS, 37% were <11 mm and 44% were 11-20 mm. Only 19% of FLL 

were larger than 20 mm in diameter. The diameter of the FLL was likely underestimated by CT 

(median 10 mm, range 2-67 mm) compared to ultrasound/CEUS (median 12.5 mm, range 4.0-67 mm; 

p< 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). The size of the FLL detected by CEUS decreased significantly 

(p = 0.029, Kruskal Wallis test) from CRLM (median 29 mm, range 6-40 mm) to benign (median 12 

mm, range 4-67 mm) to unclear dignity (median 10 mm, range 7-13 mm; Fig. 5). Most of the FLL 
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correctly diagnosed as CRLM by CEUS had a diameter > 2 cm (Fig. 5). Accordingly, the proportion of 

FLL found to be malignant by CEUS increased from 2.7% for FLL < 1 cm (diameter in CT) to 3.4% for 

FLL 1-2 cm and to 33.3% for FLL > 2 cm (Fig. 5). 

 

Side effects of CEUS 

No minor or major side effects were recorded after the injection of Sonovue® in any of the 296 

patients.  
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Discussion 

The aim of this study was the assessement of CEUS on the detection rate of CRLM and changes to 

the therapeutic strategy, and the accuracy of CEUS in differentiating unclear FLL compared to 

staging-CT. This prospective study analyzed a large number of patients (n=296) in a clinically well-

defined cohort (per patient analysis in non-cirrhotic patients) of newly diagnosed CRC (including all 

tumor stages) in a clinical routine setting. 

In the present study, which represents the largest prospective cohort published so far, CEUS 

detected overall 2.7% additional CRLM (including 4.0% in tumor stage T3/T4) with a significant impact 

on the oncological therapeutic strategy for 75% of these patients. This suggests that particularly 

patients with tumor stage T3/T4 would benefit from additional CEUS after staging-CT, even without 

elevated CEA levels. 

In the case of significant renal insufficiency or CT contrast allergy, the benefit of CEUS for liver 

tumor staging would be expected to be much higher, but this aspect was not analyzed in our study. 

Currently, the benefit of CEUS for CRLM detection Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC) 

stage > IIa could only be demonstrated in one follow-up study of CRC.14  

In our study, we examined 62 patients with FLL of unclear dignity after staging-CT. CEUS 

could differentiate CRLM from benign FLL with an accuracy of 96.8% and 98.2% accurate negative 

results. In addition, staging-CT had difficulties differentiating small hypodense FLL, especially 

hemangiomas from CRLM. Moreover, there was better resolution on CEUS images (compared to CT) 

given the strict intravascular blood-pooled contrast agent.  

In clinical practice, CEUS is not an established part of the diagnostic algorithm for staging 

CRLM. CT is the preferred imaging modality for staging CRC. Sensitivity rates of CT for CRLM were 

reported to be 64%-85% in three meta-analyses.15-17 However, 15-36% of CRLM are still missed by 

CT. Smaller FLL are particularly difficult to detect and to characterize by CT. In a recent study 

analyzing preoperative staging-CT, the overall accuracy was 81%, but only 55% for detecting CRLM 

measuring 6-10 mm, and only 8% for CRLM measuring 1-5 mm in patients undergoing liver resection.5 

Previous studies demonstrated that MRI is the most sensitive imaging technique for the detection and 

characterization of FFL.18,19 However, the use of MRI is limited due to costs and availability. We 
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hypothesized that CEUS may be particularly helpful for diagnosing small FFL of unclear dignity on CT. 

In our prospective study, most of the FLL were smaller than 21 mm (81%), and subcentimetric FLL 

were documented in 34% of cases, which reflects indeed the high accuracy of CEUS for small FLL 

and suggests that CEUS would be an ideal diagnostic tool for unclear small FLL on staging-CT. 

However, the far majority of CRLM misdiagnosed by CT (and correctly classified by CEUS) in our 

study had a diameter of > 2 cm, suggesting an additional value of CEUS also for larger FLL. The 

mean diameters of FLL were significantly underestimated by CT (p < 0.001). Small hypoattenuating 

FLL < 10 mm were also described in other studies of CT as “too small to characterize”.20,21 CT can 

only visualize dynamic or stable diameters for small FLL. Stable FLL are interpreted as benign lesions 

without evaluating contrast dynamics, compared to the superior resolution of CEUS, which evaluates 

contrast dynamics even in these small lesions.  

Detection of CRLM and characterization of FLL using CEUS seems to be accurate, but 

prospective studies are limited and cannot be compared due to inhomogeneous cohorts (e.g., different 

exclusion criteria, including liver metastases in non-colorectal neoplasia, inclusion of patients for 

characterization of FLL but not for detection of hepatic metastases, and including patients who 

received imaging after chemotherapy and local ablative therapy), heterogeneity in different SORs 

(e.g., intraoperative ultrasound, histology, PET-CT, MRI, CT, and follow-up with various imaging 

techniques), different study designs (single center versus multicenter, prospective versus 

retrospective, per patient analysis versus per lesion analysis), different examiners (most of them being 

radiologists) with different experience levels with ultrasound, resulting in inter-observer variations, and 

different contrast agents at different dosages (e.g., Sonovue 1.2-4.8 ml, Sonazoid with 0.01-0.5 

ml/kg) (Supplemental Table 1).22-28 Therefore, data on the detection of FLL (but not characterization of 

FLL) are limited, which also limits a meta-analysis to only three studies out of 237 potentially relevant 

studies.29 In general, the potential influence of the physician’s specialty (radiology versus 

gastroenterology/hepatology) on the quality of the CEUS has not been discussed in meta-analyses, 

but could be important. 
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Our study demonstrated that CEUS was particular helpful to clarify CT-detected lesions of 

unknown dignity. Therefore, we propose that CEUS should be performed in those patients in whom 

CT is inconclusive for malignancy. Using such an approach, CEUS could reduce the number of 

additional MRI scans. In a meta-analysis of 19 studies, CEUS was comparable to CT and MRI in the 

characterization and detection of FLL, but with lower costs30. CEUS accurately ruled out CRLM. When 

confronted with increasing healthcare costs, CEUS has the potential to reduce costs. The significance 

of CEUS in the management of liver tumors is documented in the EASL Clinical Practice 

Guidelines.31,32 In addition, CEUS is safe without exposure to radiation and no risk for kidney injury or 

thyrotoxicosis. So far, no life-threatening anaphylactoid reactions in abdominal CEUS applications 

have been reported and no deaths in a series of >23,000 patients.33 Similarly, no major or minor side 

effects were seen in our study following the injection of the CEUS contrast agent Sonovue®. 

Although our study has major strengths such as a large cohort and the prospective study 

design, the study had also limitations: One limitation of the study was the heterogeneity of the SOR 

(histology, MRI and clinical follow-up). In case of the eight CRLM additionally detected by CEUS, the 

SOR was MRI in seven cases and histology in the remaining case. In our study, lesions defined as 

benign by imaging were not biopsied given the high likelihood of benign lesions and the current EASL 

guidelines30, which advises another imaging modality such as MRI (or CEUS in certain benign lesions 

such as FNH) as next diagnostic step in these cases. In our study, the benign nature of these lesions 

is also supported by the mean follow-up period of 18 months in which all patients remained free of 

malignant liver lesions. Similarly, in the largest prospective multicenter trials and meta-analyses 

published to date, SOR was not solely histology but a combination of imaging modalities (CT or MRI) 

and histology. 8-10,15,16 

A second limitation of the study is the organization of the study as single center study. In this 

study, all CEUS investigations were performed by the same highly-trained CEUS investigator which 

limited the inter-observer variation and heterogeneity of CEUS results. However, this also limits to 

some degree the generalization of our results to centers with CEUS investigators of a certain training 

level. Therefore, replication studies are needed to position CEUS as diagnostic tool among the other 

imaging modalities including CT, MRI and PET-CT and to clarify the required training level of the 
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CEUS investigator. 

Another limitation of this study are the intrinsic technical limits of CEUS. For example, 

ultrasound modalities such as CEUS are limited by the sonic window which is a particular problem in 

obese patients and patients with liver cirrhosis. In addition, FLL in the subcapsular area may be 

difficult to visualize by conventional ultrasound and by CEUS. However, in our study, the median BMI 

was only 25.8 kg/m2. This may be attributed to the fact that the study population was composed of 

oncological patients. On the other hand, CEUS imaging of hypoechoic FLL may be even facilitated in 

steatotic livers of obese patients. The hypothesis that hypodense FLL could have been easily be 

missed in fatty livers on CT imaging in our cohort could be rejected with only one case of missed 

CRLM by CT imaging with aspects of a fatty liver after radiological review. 

 

 In conclusion, in the present study, which represents the largest prospective cohort with newly 

diagnosed CRC investigated by CEUS published thus far, patients benefited in daily clinical practice 

from CEUS, with 2.7% more CRLM detected by CEUS after staging-CT. In particular, patients with 

tumor stage T3/T4 have 4% more CRLM detected by CEUS. The oncological therapeutic strategy was 

changed in six of the eight patients in whom only CEUS detected CRLM. The NNS overall was 37 

patients and 24.5 patients with tumor stage T3/T4. Among the 62 patients (20.9%) with unclear FLL 

after staging-CT, CEUS determined the dignity of 98.4% of the FLL. Therefore, in case of unclear 

hepatic lesions after staging-CT, we recommend CEUS as the first imaging modality. 
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Abbrevations  

 

BMI  Body mass index 

CEUS  Contrast-enhanced ultrasound  

CRC  Colorectal cancer  

CT  Computed tomography 

EFSUMB European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology 

FLL  Focal liver lesions 

MRI  Magnet resonance imaging 

NNS  Number needed to screen 

NYHA  New York Heart Association 

PET  Positron emission tomography 

pROC  Partial receiver operating characteristic 

SOR  Standard of reference 

UICC   Union Internationale Contre le Cancer 
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Table 1. Patient and procedural characteristics (n= 296 patients)  

Patient characteristics n = (%) 

Gender, male/female 180 (60.8) / 116 (39.2) 

Mean age, *years (range) 67* (20-95)* 

Median body mass index (BMI) in kg/m2 (range)      25.8* (14.1-52.6)**  

  

Localization of colorectal cancer  
Colon  221 (74.7) 

Rectum 75 (25.3) 

   

Tumor staging  
pT1 34 (11.5) 

pT2 53 (17.9) 

pT3 152 (51.4) 

pT4 47 (15.9) 

Missing data  10 (3.4) 

   

pN0 147 (49.7) 

pN1 98 (33.1) 

pN2 47 (15.9) 

Missing data 4 (1.4) 

   

Size of focal liver lesions on CEUS (n=102)  

< 11 mm 38 (37.3) 

11-20 mm 45 (44.1) 

> 20 mm 19 (18.6) 

   

Number of Sonovue ® injections  
1 251 (84.9) 

2 35 (11.8) 

3 9 (3.0) 

4 1 (0.3) 

   

Ultrasound image quality Mean BMI* 

Good 24.5**a                                             146 (49.3) 

Moderate 27.7**a                                             119 (40.2) 

Poor 30.6**a                                               31 (10.5) 
 
Data are shown as n (%) unless noted otherwise with an asterisk (*) 
* Numbers show years and not percentages. 
** Numbers show kg/m2 and not percentages. 
a Significant association between ultrasound conditions and BMI (p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test) 
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Table 2a. Overall diagnostic accuracy of CEUS when performed in patients without CRLM on 

staging-CT  

Raw results (n = 296)     
True positives 8 
True negatives 284 
False negatives 1 
Unclear CEUS (negative SOR) 3a  

   
Measures of diagnostic performance      
Patients with CRLM detected by CEUS 2.7% [1.4 - 5.2%] 
Sensitivity 88.9% [66.7 - 100%] 
Specificity 99.0% [97.6 - 100%] 
Positive predictive value 100.0% [100 - 100%] 
Negative predictive value 99.6% [99.0 - 100%] 
Positive likelihood ratio 85.0 [35.4 - infinity]  
Negative likelihood ratio 0.1 [0.0 - 0.4] 

 

 

Table 2b. Diagnostic accuracy CEUS of patients with  T3/T4 tumor stage when performed in 

patients without CRLM on staging-CT 

Raw results (n = 199)   

True positives 8  
True negatives 189  
False negatives 1  

Unclear CEUS (negative SOR) 1a  

 
  

Measures of diagnostic performance    

Patients with CRLM detected by CEUS 4.0% [2.1 - 7.7%] 
Sensitivity 88.9% [66.7 - 100%] 
Specificity 99.5% [98.4 - 100%] 
Positive predictive value 100.0% [100 - 100%] 
Negative predictive value 99.5% [98.5 - 100%] 
Positive likelihood ratio 168.9 [47.8 - 10000] 
Negative likelihood ratio 0.1 [0.0 - 0.4] 

 

The standard of reference was obtained by histology, MRI, or follow-up CT. Data are given as the 

number of cases or proportion of patients or ratio [95% CI]. 
a Counted as false positives for the calculation of specificity. 
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Table 3. Colorectal tumor stage after staging-CT in  296 patients with eight additional liver 

metastases detected by CEUS 

T-Stage n (%)  CEUS+, n (%) 

1 34 (11.5) 0 

2 53 (17.9) 0 

3 152 (51.4) 5 (62.5) 

4 47 (15.9) 3 (37.5) 

x 10 (3.4) 0 

N-Stage     

0 147 (49.7) 4 (50.0) 

1 98 (33.1) 1 (12.5) 

2 47 (15.9) 3 (37.5) 

x 4 (1.4) 0 

 

CEUS +: additional detected liver metastasis, x: missing data  
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Supplemental Table 1. Heterogeneity of studies anal yzing colorectal liver metastases 22-28 

 

Authors Study design Examiners Year 

Number 
of 

patients  
Inclusion 
criteria for FLL 

Contrast 
agent/dosage SOR 

Sensitivity for 
CRLM 

Vialle R 
et al.22 

Prospective, 
single center 2 radiologists 2016 48a Characterization Sonovue 2.4 ml 

IOUS with 
palpation 

CEUS 64.5%e,  
CECT 80.4%  

Sandrose S 
et al.23 

Retrospective, 
single center 5 radiologists 2016 78 Characterization Sonovue 1.2 ml 

Histology, PET-CT, 
FU  CEUS 94.4% 

Cantisani V 
et al.23 

Prospective, 
single center 2 radiologists 2015 110 Characterization Sonovue 2.4 ml 

IOUS with 
palpation, MRI, CT 

CEUS 96%,  
CECT 97% 

Muhi A 
et al.25 

Retrospective, 
single center n.a. 2012 68b Detection 

Sonazoid 0.01 
ml/kg 

IOUS, MRI, FU 
(various imaging) 

CEUS 73%,  
CECT 63% 

Shiozawa K 
et al.26 

Prospective, 
single center 2 2010 69 Characterization 

Sonazoid 0.5 
ml/kg 

Histology, FU 
(various imaging) 

CEUS 90.2%f, 
MRI 98.5% 

Hiraoka A 
et al. 27 

Retrospective, 
single center n.a. 2010 76c Detection 

Sonazoid 0.5 
ml/kg PET-CT 

CEUS 100%,  
PET-CT 100% 

Dietrich CF 
et al.28 

Prospective, 
multicenter at least 12 2006 35d Detection Sonovue 2.4 ml 

CT, MRI, histology, 
FU 

CEUS  91%, 
CECT 89% 

 
FLL: focal liver lesions, SOR: standard of reference, CRLM: colorectal liver metastases, n.a.: not applicable,  IOUS: intra-operative ultrasound, FU: follow-up, CT: computed tomography, MRI: magnetic 
resonance imaging, CEUS: contrast-enhanced ultrasound, CECT: contrast-enhanced computertomography 

 

aIncluded also patients after chemotherapy and radiofrequency ablation 
bOnly T2-T4 tumor stage 
cOverall n=109, but only 76 with CRC 
dOverall n=125, but only 35 with CRC 
ePer lesion analysis p=0.002 
fCEUS not inferior to MRI 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS ). (A) Patient with colorectal liver metastasis 

(CRLM) with “wash-out” in the late venous phase. (B) CEUS with subcapsular CRLM with “wash-

out” (Staging-CT classified this lesion as “FLL of unclear dignity”). (C) CEUS with CRLM (“wash-

out”) misdiagnosed as hemangioma by CT.  

 

Figure 2.  CEUS in hemangioma.  (A) with arterial and (B) portal-venous centripetal contrast 

enhancement (C) without “wash-out” in the late venous phase. 

 

Figure 3. Study design and patient inclusion. 

 

Figure 4. Focal liver lesions (FLL) of unclear dign ity after staging-CT  which were correctly 

classified as benign FLL or no FLL by CEUS (n=55).  Out of the 56 FLL, which were classified as 

benign by CEUS (see figure 3), one was shown to be a CRLM, while the other 55 FLL (represented 

in this figure) were correctly classified by CEUS. Benign FLL were confirmed by MRI or a mean CT 

follow-up of 18 months.  

 

Figure 5.  Distribution of the sizes of focal of liver lesions  (FLL)  as determined by CT and 

CEUS. Boxplots show medians, quartiles and extremes of the three FLL types (unclear dignity, 

benign FLL, CRLM). The three types of FLL differed significantly in size. A) Size determined by CT. 

B) Size determined by CEUS. The CRLM detected by CEUS and incorrectly classified as FLL of 

unclear dignity or non-malignant FLL by CT had a median size of > 2 cm in both the CT images (A) 

and measured by CEUS (B). 
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Recruitement at interdisciplinary tumor-board
Newly diagnosed colorectal cancer

Staging-CT without CRLM
n=303

Exclusion n=7
- Limited ultrasound conditions (n=5)

- CT � CEUS-diagnostic-delay > 5 weeks (n=2)

Inclusion of n=296 patients with CEUS

Congruent results of CT and CEUS n=229
(no FLL or benign FLL)

Divergent results of CT and CEUS n=67

FLL of unclear dignity after staging-CT
n=62

FLL without evident CRLM after staging-CT
n=5

CEUS with CRLM 
n=3

CEUS unclear FLL
n=2

CEUS with CRLM
n=5

CEUS unclear
n=1

CEUS no CRLM
n=56
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Highlights 

- CEUS detected 4% additional colorectal liver metastasis in tumor stage T3/T4. 

- This resulted in a change of the oncological strategy in 75% of these patients. 

- The number needed to screen to detect one additional CRLM by CEUS was 24.5. 

- CEUS correctly classified lesions of uncertain dignity (21% in CT) in 98.4%. 

- CEUS has an excellent diagnostic accuracy for these lesions (PPV: 100%; NPV: 99.6%). 
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